Dollars For Grad School Sororities

Present Positions
On Discrimination Issue

Inquiries about > Danforth Graduate Fellowships for careers in col
lege teaching are invited. Robert E . Reuman, Liason Officer (Of
fice — Lovejoy 312) announced today.
The fellows h ips , o ff ered by the
Danforth Foundation of St. Louis,
Missouri , are open t o male co llege
seniors o-r recent graduates preparA meeting, call ed by Pan-Hellenic Council for the purpose of claring for a career of teaching, counselification of sorority membership policies, was held Tue sday evening
ing, or administrative work at the
in Dunn Lounge. The meeting, open to all college women and atcollege level. Applicants may be
tended by onl y thirty-three, was moderated by Barbara Gordon , Presplanning to major in any field of
ident
of Pan-Hell.
study common to the undergraduate
liberal arts and sciences curricuThe terms '.'gentlemen's agreement", "mutual acceptance clause",
lum , at the American graduate
and "recommendations system", which are crucial in such a discusschool of their choice, but may not
sion
, were first defined . "Mu tual acceptance clause" and "gentlehave already undertaken graduate
work. Nominations close at the end
man's agreemen t", used synonomously, refer to clauses in national
of October.
constitut ions st a ting that a sor ority will admit no member who is not
Approximately 100 fellow-ships will
mutuall y acceptable to all members of the sorority — that is, not acbe awarded to outstanding candidates nominated by Liaison Offic- Cind y Carroll , Tom Morri o n e, a n d Andy Maizner rehearse (?) for ceptable to the sorority chapters on a nationwide basis. The "recomers or accredited colleges and uni- THE VISIT. Performance of P & W's first production has been, mendation system" is a means used by sorori t ies to gain inf orma tion
versities in the United States this
about prospective members. Written by alumn ae, these are not basicyear. Nominees will be judged on changed due to conflict ivith J osh White and Homecoming. The new all y concerned wit h dis criminat ion with reg ard t o race , reli gion , or
,
intellectual promise and personality, dat es are Frida y and Saturday, Nov. 8 and 9 at the Waterville Opera color
, but a recommendation is a pre-requisite to membership in any
integrity, genuine interest in reliHo use.
.
Colby sorority. Two methods of obtaining such recommendations are
gion , and h igh potential fo:r effective
used by Colby sorori ties: one method allows any alumnae to write a
college teaching.
Winners will be eligible for up
recommendation f or any girl being considered f or membership in the
to four years of financial assistance,
sorority; the other requires . that the recommendation come from an
with an annual maximum' of $1500
alumn ae f rom t he girl' s home town or state. The method used by an
for single men . and $2000) for marindividual
sorori ty is determined: by their national organization.
ried men.plus dependency allowances for up to three children , and tuiThe presidents of the four sororities' then presented individual statetion and fees. Students without finC
(as
well
as
couth
)
when
you
inYou get Culture with a Capital
ments regarding membership policies of their group. Judy Milner,
ancial needs also are invited to apvest in a Powder and "Wig Subscription Ticket. In addition to saving President of Sigma Kappa , stated that her sorority has no written
ply.
;:;/
one third of the price of each ticket, you get the important advantage "mutual acceptanc e clause'" in either the national constitution oi"
Students may -hold a. Danforth
Fellowship concurrently vvith: otheT ofj being the first to choose seats. P & W tickets are on sale on a "Sub- local by-laws. Sigma does, however, have a recommendation policy
appointments.,...such . as/;E\>r<jhj ;vjfiih- scribers;. Onrv"Jt>asis for a full three days before tickets are sold to which allows, any alumnae to write'; a recommendation for any girl
'
bfi ght, National Sciehce-j >; -Jli-des., scribersrGet out 9f that "back ' of the bus" rut and move up to the being considered.
':
Woodrow Wilson. Winners^ ^vill be- non-subscribers. Get out of that "back of the bu s" rut and move up to
The President of Delta Delta Delta, Barbie Carr, reported! that her
come Danforth -fellows without stithe best seats for each performance. Get a Subscription Ticket, on sorori ty also has no written clause restricting membership. It doe's
. pend until these other awards lapse.
sale soon in the Spa.
have a recommendation system ,which requires the signature of an
The Danforth Foundation , one of
the nation's 10 largest educational
alumnae from the girl's home town or state.
in 1927
Foundations, v ^as founded
Chi Omega President , Karen Knudson, stated that her sorority
by the late William H. Danforth,
does
have a written "mutual acceptance clause " tyit pointed out that
St. Louis businessman and philanthropist. The Foundation 's primary
the. Colby Beta Chapter is working within the national organization
aim is to strengthen higher educafor the omission of this clause. At the 1962 National Convention Bjeta
tion through programs of fellowThis season the Portland Sym- Chapter moved that this clause be changed. Although the -notio^ was
ships and workshops, and through
phony 'will present six concerts , s_ll def ea ted Colb
,
y Chi O's have committed themselves to the/ fight
grants to colleges, universities and FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11
on Tuesday evenings, from October
'
other educational agencies.
to April. As in the past, they are against discrimination, on a national basis and will continue! to' carry
2 :00 Freshman Football
fi
Colby-Maine. Central Institute, offering a special Students Group on this ght. Chi O's recommendation system, also requires a recomplan for the sis concerts . If ten or mendation by any alumnae: .
;
Seaverns Field
the
price
more
tickets
aro
bought,
7 :00-8:00 Open House and RegisNancy Saylor , the President of Alpha Delta Pi, then reported that
will be $3.00 each-, instead of the
tration
regular $4.00 student price. The her organization has no "mutual acceptance clause ". Their recomBixler Art and Music Center
mendation system requires approval by a.n alumnae from a girl's home
The Colby Collection will be concert schedule is as follows :
i '
exhibited in the Jette Gal- October 22 — Anita Dorfmann , town - or state.
pianist
3
Beethoven
Concerto
No.
,
lery, with special emphasis on
In conclusion . Barbie Gordon pointed out that some people j feel
November 19 — Norman Scott,
acquisitions since the Inaugthat
the recommendation system*can/be used as a means of discrimMetropolitan Opera , Bass-Baritone,
Colby College has received an unural Exhibition in 1959.
ination. For examp le , it may be difficult to obtain a recornrnendation
restricted • direct grant of $2,400 ... 8 ;00 Lecture, Given Auditorium Ari as from famous operas .
from Eastman Kod ak under tho
December.
10
Baker,
from the home town of a Negro girl .from the South . Now, however,
David Ogilvy, chairman of Ogil— David
company ' s aid-to-education program
Richard
Roberts
Holvy, Benson & Mather and a
, Duo-Pianists,
as was in some cases not possible at the time of the Nunez proposal,
for 1963.
trustee of Colby College ; iday Festival Program,
a sor ority f aced by such a pr oblem may continu e t ry ing until a recColby is ono of 53 privately supADVERTISING January 28, 1.964 — Portland
SHOULD
ported colleges and universities to
Symphony Solists, Andrew Galos, ommendation is obtained. The sororities are progressing in their strugBE ABOLISHED ?
receive direct grants from the com- SATURDAY , OCTOBER 12
Concert Master ; Frances Druiker , gle against discrimination , it was stated , and progress is what is repany this year. Tho grants aro based
Miller
Sandra Hoffman , Flutists ; John quired at this time.
8 :00-lO :30 Registration ,
'
from
'
of
graduates
Gellor
the
number
, Horn ,
On
Library
those institutions who joined Kodak
8:30-10 :30 Classes opon for visits
February 25 — Leslie Pavvas, Cel'
.
'
, five years ago and aro "presently einThere will be coffe e in tho fac- list , Haydn , Concerto in D, Bloch
, ployed by tho company,
, ulty lounge in tlie Lovojoy Scholomo , "Hebraic Rhapsody "
Kodak has contributed $4,400 in
Building,
Throughout . the .' March 31
— Complete Concert
direct grants to Colby since 1956,
morning, tho doan of mon and version of CARMEN , Marleno
This year's grant is based on Robdoan of women will bo in Kloinman - Mezzo Soprano, Patri- ' LEE HAY'S, the senior member choral groups before alio joined Tho
ert E. Adel ('C6) who is employed
, . their o'fficos in the Eustis cia Brooks - Soprano , Eugene of the group, was born in Arkansas. Wof-vers. She had recently lived in
.
at tho compan y's Kodak Park
Building to consult with par- droori ¦- ¦ Baritone, Robert Nary - Hi's father, a one timo Bishop of tho Los Angelos, but returned to Now
Methodist Church , brought Loo into York four years ago to rejoin tho
ents, ' ; '
/ Works in 'Rochester, New York ,
Tenor.
the country churches whore ho sang group. Sho is highly regarded as ono
Tlio qompany ' s aid-to-oduoation
11:30 Luncheon, President StridIn addition , Colby's Potor Ro will in ohurch ohoh-s, at fish fries and of the host female soloists in tho
program for 1963 calls for direct
or , speaker , Wadsworth Field
conduct a j oint concert with tho meetings in tho Twenties. After a American musio scone today , Aside
grants, research grants, special
House
De- groat deal of absorbtion of Negro from hor role in tho activities of
grants, and a. number of other con1:80 ' Varsity , Football , Colby- Colby Symphony Orchestra on
cember
1
0
Jluhnals.
at
8:00
in
,
musio , ho learned ho had boon fling- Tho Weavers , sho has boon a musio
tributions totaling about $1,2 noilSpringflold , Seavoms Field.
lion.
After tho game, President' s Re- -«»«iw<«^i«»-..^.^^*^ ._»^'^ i^«^.«». ^>_»'i-a».-^i^<<»¦_—«¦»>_i ing "folk songs", Ho is also a -writ- editor ( "The Weavers' Song Book")
er of mystery stories , a lyricist and musical advisor for other groups ,
The. program is designed to help
ception , Runnals Union,
schools moot thoir rising ooslfo and
I f your parents havon 't ro* composer ( "Lonesom e Traveller", and has worked on various record8 i80 An evening of danco and mxv
Bad M an 's Blunder ", "Seven Daf- ing projects,
to encourage and suppoTb excellence
sic performed by undergradoolvod an Invitation and want to fodils and "If I had A Haminor")
in the nation ' s institutions of highuates , Runnals Union.
"
FRED HELLERMAN, another
and
a
former
newspaper
columnist.
er education, It rooogni„es tho rna- SUND AY, OCTOBER 13
Now
Yorker who took to folk singoomo to Parents' Wookond , soo
RONNH3 GILBERT started out ing after his Coast duard service
jor role that collogo and university
11:00 Morning Worship
from Brooklyn and got her musical
graduates play in tho progress , of
Chaplain Clifford II. Osborne, Bill Mlllott.
Continued on Pago Six
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Presidents Clarif y Clauses

Culture Culture Couth
Says P & W Fors ooth

Keep Your
Parents Busy
Next Weekend

Lend Us Your
Ears

Eastman Kodak
Comes Into The
Colby Picture

At Last - The Weavers
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Editorials:

Letters To Editor

October 1, 1963

iffOTCT f 1 QOVEMMMBSST

To the Editor ,
Because of the Student Government's, decision of Monday, September 30, 1963 not to accept Chi
Omega's statement of membership
September 23, 1963 of recognition received , especially in the
policy, I, representing Beta ChapA regular meeting of the Council was m or e tediou s jo bs, and the fact that monetary
The issue of discrimination policies in sororities and fraternities ter , feel that to, as a group, were called
to order at 7:05 p.m. The secretary 's compensation is sometimes necessary to get
were read and corrected. The treas- people to work on the staff. The ECHO conhas again been raised by Stu-G in compliance with the terms of the not evaluated ' on the same criteria minutes
urer reported a cash balance of $289.01 and siders a salary as an honorarium , an appre- ¦
Nunez proposal. The ori ginal purpose of the proposal was to allow by which the groups following were a sinking fund balance of $1,048.28. Wood- ciation for services rendered . Theoretically,
man. Hall and JMen 's Judiciary were not rep- they will not be able lo pay salaries out of
the student bod y to express its disapproval of such practices at Colby judged. The three criteria estab- resented. President Schoeman distributed the $3.42 allocated. However, cuts may be
copies of his report on the Student Body made :somewhere and eventually the quality,
lished by the Council were :
Pres i de n ts ' Conference he attended this past of the paper .will suffer if they are not aland to do everything possible to eliminate discriminatory clauses with1) a letter saying no written summer.
lowed to p_y salaries.
in a two year period . The Trustees after considering the proposal, discriminatory clause in constitu- ANNOUNCEMENTS AND ' OLD' BUSINESS Another aspect of the ' issue is whether
1. Social Committee Report — Peter Hart, Stu-G has a right to control how the money
^
Chairman:
they allocate is spent andj according to Arextended the time limit to 1965 in order that the fraternal chapters ti on
Tlie Charlie Brown Coffee House Party ticle II of the constitution', ; they do. It was
2)
no
mutually
acceptable
or
and
was
considered
a
sucgrossed
$39.25
the
feeling of some of the ', members of the
mi ght have more time to arbitrate with their national organizations.
cessful endeavor although the timing in rela- Council that a certain amount of autonomy
gentlemen
's
agreement
clauses
in
tion to other activities scheduled for the should be left in the hands of the organizaIn reviewing the Nunez proposal at this time, Stu-G does well — a
same time could have been better. Mr. Hart tions receiving money from , Stu-G to De alconstitution or among the group
also reported on the progress of the Weavers located as they see fit.
progress report is due :— but in acting as judge and jury over those
3) no recommendation system Concert and asked the Council's support in President Schoeman made the following
who have not yet completely reached the goal , Stu-G does unfairly. with regard to race , color , creed. encouraging ticket sales.
statements wij h regard to the practice of giv2. A motion was passed to approve the ing salaries : 1) tne principle of giving salarThe sororities and fraternities are working toward the 1965 Trustee
For the past four years Beta appointment of Art Miller as chairman of ies is unfair since it is based oh the grounds
the Committee on Decorating the Spa. Mr. that the jobs are not ones of prestige and
Chapter
has been progressive in Miller reported on his plans to run a contest glory ; 2) if the only reason that people are
goal which must supersede the Nunez proposal . What progress has
in
the ECHO to obtain paintings for the working is for the monetary compensation,
been made is good; that further progress will come is expected. Bait their action , with Beta proposing to walls in the spa. He assured the Council they shouldn 't be on the staff — pride in
its National Convention in 1962 to that only good quality work will be accepted one's work is most important; 3) the long
let Stu-G desist from its policy of play ing the "little tin god" for we
by the members of the art department who hours put in by other students in positions
insert in the Constitution the words will act as informal judges.
on campus were cited ; 4) _ finally, President
would remind it that its powers are limited ; it may recommend and "regardless of . race, color, or 3. The Chair announced that the Nunez Schoeman felt it was not right that just one
Proposal will be up for consideration by the group should receive salaries. In conclusion ,
recommend and recommend
the 1965 deadline still stands. creed. " This became a local by-law, Council next week. .
he proposed that if Student Government is
4. A letter from James Meredith was read, opposed to giving salaries, any group so dowhich in effect and in practice re- accepting
a speaking engagement at Colby ing should be cut off from further funds.
A motion was then passed unanimously,
sulted in a stalemate. We realized on January 13, 1964.
5. Mr. Williams, a new member .of the ¦with President Schoeman on record as disthat only through the close coor- government department, spoke in behalf of senting, to allocate $3.42 to the ECHO.
Another suggestion Was that of a policy of
the independent- men who sought to have
dination of local arid national poli- Student
Governme-ht' appropriate $200 or $1 gradually eliminating salaries over an. excies could we ever hope to receive per independent man to pay for decorations tended period of time, with new members
and incidental expenses for parties and open of an organization taking on the responsbilthe necessary requirements of 1965. houses in the independent . dorms. The fol-J ity with full knowledge that there will be no
reasons for the request were given: monetary compensation. A motion was then
"A House Divided Cannot Stand" ! lowing
1) the independents are an informal organ- made but defeated by a vote of 19-1 that
The vote of spring 1963 to remain ization and would like to have panties on Stu-G does not recognize the policy of giving
same scale as the fraternities ; 2) they salaries to members of any organization on
national or go local , was by no the
would also like to be able to have some campus, with people presentl y being paid not
of a spring weekend ; 3) some independ- cut, off but any new members should not
Is unconcern the motto of the Colby student? At a time when means an indication of discrimina- sort
ents are so by circumstance rather than by be paid at all. A motion was then made that
does not recognize the policy of giv, or of the approval of discrim- choice. Arguments against the appropriation Stu-G
such a national question as discrimination is being discussed when tion
included the fact that IPC is self supporting ing salaries to any members of any organiza- ,
ination. It was ONLY a reaffirma- as
tion
on
campus ; in addition , salaries shall
dorms, and it was suggested
rumors are running rampant, when misunderstanding clouds the is- tion of our continuing desire to re- thatarethewomen's
dorms institute dues and assess- be paid to all the people on the ECHO for
to cover costs. The discussion ended the remainder of the academic year , at the
sues themselves, it would seem the Colby men and women have no de- main as a Chi Omega Chapter. In ments
when the motion for the appropriation was conclusion of which all salaries shall be cut
out. A motion was then passed to table the
sire to discover the truth. Freshmen complain they don't understand; remaining a member of a national not6. seconded.
motion until two weeks from this
A motion was passed by a vote of 9-2 above
date.
is
our
of
progress"
group,
"spirit
to
appropriate
up
to
$50
00
to
cover
costs
,
upperclassmen spread inaccurate reports. Yet, when an opportunity
President Schoeman then announced his inthat we will continue our efforts to of materials to be used in. decorating the Spa. tention , under the powers of the new confind,
7.
Radio
Colby
:
is
the
only-reaction.
Pan-Hell
called
a
meetto
out
apathy
arises
,
The station may now of- stitution, to call a full y publicized meeting '•
,
eliminate any restriction in our se- ficially locate in the ping pong room in Rob- of the . general student body, at which time
A motion was passed expressing
ing Tuesday to present the facts on sorority discrimination ' -r- thirty- lection of members. With 1965 erts Union.
above issue will be discussed and a vote
a vote , of thanks to Ken Gray-for . all the the
taken With the decision to be referred, back
three women, a majority of whom are sorority members appeared. strongly in mind we could not pur- work he has done on Radio Colby. He will to
the Council.
be asked to report at the next meeting on the 1)
Student Government
progress made thus far so that the Council
Each , student has the right and the duty to decide where he, as an in- sue any other objective !
.90
1.00
will
know
to
what
use
the
money
they
allom) Class dues
1.25
1.25
dividual stands on. the question of this type of discrimination.He does In the preceding paragraphs I cated for the station is being put.
n) Graduation fund
—
.60
8. IRS is sponsoring.a faculty tea and dis- The purpose of this fund -is to alleviate
not have a right, however, to ignore or fail to look for the true facts have been discussing progress-pro- cussion
with the students from Urag^iay as the problems of the senior class with regard
gress as we feel our actions have
speakers on Friday, Oct. 4, in to graduation expenses Which total approxon which tq base his decision. Apathy allows the militant few — tire been —- progress for which we are principle
Runnals Union. A motion that Stu-G. appro- imately $1,170.
priate $10 for posters to publicize this event ¦• • o) Radio Colby
—
1.00
radicals on both sides —- to push their policies all the way, We, the continuing to work — and progress was defeated by a vote of 2-9 since IRC . has p) Band
1.85
1.65
a
treasury
with
money
it
receives
from
Stu-G
'"This-reduction
means
that
one
trip to an
student body, when the hassle is over, when the few have decided which evolved as the ultimate cri- which' may be used for this purpos*. '
away football game will be cut out. Mr.
Financial Committee Report - Jack Lock- Lockwood made the following general policy
student policy, will suddenly stick our heads out of our shells and terion on which the letters of c other 9- wood,
Chairman:
statement with regard to the musical organizgroups were received in
'good
It
was
decided to vote on each item in the ations: 1) they are essentially not studentloudly complain that we had no voice.
budget
separatel
y.
Under
each
item
is
the
run
; 2) in the past, they have exhibited finfaith." As for concrete actions in name of the organization, the 1963 recomancial responsibility by running up a debt
mendation
and
the proposed 1964 allocation.' of over $5000 completel y without notifying
interpreting "mutually acceptable"
a) ID Card
1.00
anyone on Stu-G ; 3) in the future, notes will
for the Colby campus , we have al- The allocation should 1.00
decrease in -the next be sent to these organizations stating that
few
years
since
the
college
now
has
its
own
Stu-G
will assume no responsibility for any
ways had Jewish girls in our chap- machine for making the cards.'
deficits incurred. It was also pointed out that
'
'
ter , girls who perhaps may not be b) Student League $1.55 - 1.50 .. ' -.
the budget requests of the musical organizaThe reduction is a result of (Combining the tions total more than one th ird of the entire
a-cepted in our other chapters , and . Stu-G and Student league handbooks
thus budget .
a major expense.
- Members of the band and orchestra were
an oriental has been initiated — a eliminating
c) IFA
1.50
1.25
at the meeting to defend their position; They
girl who again may not be accepted . d ) Debating Club , .30
.20,
contended that the organizations are student :
Though there is a reduction, the proposed run. With regard to the debt, it is the nature
in the other 132 chapters .
amount is sufficient ' to run the club .
of the organizations that larga sums are necChess Club
.025
.01
essary to maintain groups of high caliber ;
We submit this statement in or- e)
If the club wishes to sponsor a grand and , despite the argumen t that only a small
d er to elimin at e( any pro-judged master, they may ask Stu-G for the money percentage of students arc involved , these
at a later date, since the above allocation is groups do contribute a great deal to the camid ea s th at we , as a chapter , h ave sufficient
to cover routine expenses.
pus.
overlooked an y con sid er ation , dis- f) International Relations Club
It was the feeling of the Council that the
035
-W5
administration of the college has some res_i
v
cu ssion and d ec ision in this cru cial g)x Blue
, Ke
y
.025
.05
ponsibility to the musical organizations , since,
h) Cap and Gown .. ;02j
.05
for example, they are valuable in the field
matter of discrimination.
i) Foreign Student Fund
of public relations ; therefore, a motion was
'
2.00
2.00
passed by a vote of 9-2 to allocate $200 to
~,. „ .
Sincerely,
, This allocation covers a scholarship given the band, as ' a temporary fund to tide them
by Colby Students to foreign students for over until consultations may be made with
Karen Knudsen
room , board , and books.
the presidents of the three musical organizaPresident , Beta Chapter
cle
3.6.
5- 64
tion's, President Strider, and .the Treasurer of
i\ 9?
Edio ,
„k)
3.05
3.42
Student Government. '
of Chi Om ega
.th e increase is due to higher costs in print¦
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Turtles??

q) Orchestra
1.50
1.50
• n ? L and a, larger number of papers being
2.30
2.00
r) Glee Club
printed , also loss of cigarette advertising. s)
fund; (men)
Sinking
The floor was then thrown , open to discussion
To the Editor :
;: 2.57
of whethet ,salaries should , 'or. should not be t) Sinking fund . (women) . 5.46
On- Monday night of this week lvel
h
a
0
od
amJ
Geltnian
of
Di*
,
>
1.02
3.96
S U^?X
? ^ . the
ECHO Jdefended
practice o'f giving
Since there was. no further business, the
Colby College Student Government the
salaries _ for the following reasons: The long ..meeting
adj
ourned
was
at
10:15
p.m.
led a, meeting which lasted five and hou rs involved , the constant pressure to
Respectfully submitted ,' ,
'
meet a.deadline . every week. the. small amount
CeCe Sewall, Secretary '

one half h ours and went on record

mh e aj olbg Ertfa
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as being the longest meeting in the
history of that organization, In the
course of the meeting words flew
thickly and furiously as Student
Government and various other Colby students theoretically attempted
to appraise tlio (progress mado by
the Col by sororities and fraternities
sinoo- tho initiation of the Nunez
Q&>p6a&l two years ago.
In looking book on tlio meeting
the . sole tangible result which one
finds is that Student Government
gobs on record as , having decided
that Chi Omoga has not fulfilled
thoir obligation undo* tho Nunez
proposal. It was stated, that Chi
Omega's vote Jas t spring to romain
national which, in turn , forced thorn
to revoke one of thoir by-laws was
an indication of regress rathor than
progress . I would maintain , contrary
to this opini on , Olii Omoga has in
fact progressed and not regressed,
E'er Beta Chapter of Chi 0 to: have
voted to drop National and become
a looftl organization would havo
merely meant that Karon Krmclson
Continued on Pago Tliroo
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Hurd Room, Roberts Union s-~ Student Government Meeting for General Student Body-- Consideration
of Student Government's right ' to
determine how its budget alloca- ,
tions are to be spent by organizations dependent on Stu-G finances.
. All interested, please come !
Do you want your organization
controlled by Stu-G policies?
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LETTER TO EDITOR
Continued .from Page Two
• could have stood . tip last night and
said we are a small local group and
our Constitution does not hold the
two words "mutually acceptable."
The southern CM Omega chapters
and- discrimination would have been
strengthened. By voting to remain
a part of National they are not running away or hiding from discrimination. They are remaining a thorn
in the side of National and the
southern chapters and they are
fighting discrimination in the best
and in fact 'the only way to fight
it — from the inside.
I hope this letter, in some small
way, clears up a point which was
sadly twisted Monday nigtt.
Lydia Clark

chairman declared that the Nunez 111 let you in on how I endured the
Proposal
was
"unamendable." dreadful 16th century, or a piddling
However,, the Council, in sustaining part of it. I know m'ost about mythe Chair 's ac tio n , in effect did am- self ; surely you must hear what . I
end the Nunez Proposal, both in am1 least foolish ' ! about, and most
letter and in spirit. There was no wise! I survived the quaint French
precedent for this action, and it Wars of Religion. The good-andcertainly was not in accord with the irreligious Henry IV (of Navarre)
Constitutional requirements for am- became dictator in 1589 , by which
endment. In short, the Council time I was an old man in my forties.
had no legal basis for substituting In my ravaged France my chateau
the "progress report" for the origi- was one of the unravaged few ; I
nal requirement of the Nunez Pro- always left it open so it was not
posal.
worth a man 's pride to hreak into.
It would follow' from this that all I did not incite my enemies to show
action taken by the Council subse- their brawn at my casual expense.
quent to the. amendment of the Nu- My enemies were so taken aback
nez Proposal is invalid. Only a they let me alone ; they had not
cursory inspection of the fourteen ever known why they disliked me.
letters would establish the fact that Now I was funny to them, and it is
none of them complied fully with hard to be humorous and still an
the conditions of the Nunez Propo- enemy.
sal. It should then hare been up to Most persons put ' 'why' before
TO THE EDITOR
It is just two years since the the Council to decide what action 'what' . They drop thei r opinions,
without telling why they are reacNunez Proposal was passed by the was to be taken.
Student Government; but in that But instead, the Council trans- ting. Usually they don 't know what
short time the campus spirit which formed itself into a Judicial body they are talking about , as they
carried ' the "freedom of selection" and proceeded, without considering leave that • 'WHAT' to be guessed
clause to a unanimous victory in the the simple criterion of the Nunez at » among their weeds and offal of
' Cbimcil has completely reversed it- Proposal, to examine the c 'progress" opinionated 'WHY' ; Miracles arise
; self. Of course, it must be rememthat each group had made in the from our miserable ignorance of
bered that the second clause of the past two years. The result was that Nature, not from Nature herself.
pro posal, which, provided for Stu-G the report of all but' one group was Nature cannot keep secrets; only
action in event of failure to comply accepted. What action will be taken men are seOretive. There is nothing
with the "freedom of selection" in regards to the other group is yet that Custom, mere' Habit , does not
get us tO believe. Even if much of
clause, was passed by a margin- of to be decided.
one. However, no matter how close It can be concluded that the our action is 'theater', this does not
the vote on the enforcement proce- Council did not act in good faith mean - we become our masks. A job
dure was, it must be realized that in the consideration of the Nunez is still a job , not a catholic dogma,
every voting member of the Council Proposal. The action was directed since I happen to be a testy, prowent on record as approving the to putting off the obvious. There is, tectant.
two year deadline and the require- on the basis of the showins last The AUTOBIOGRAPHY is loaded
ment of a letter from the National. night, great fear for the existence with happy thunks.
Perhap's indicative of the attitude of these groups on the campus. Two
Mr. Bndgman
is the fact that the first clause was years were allowed in preparation
introduced by the President of the
TO THE EDITO R
for tonight's deadline, and they
Interfraternity Council.
were not prepared. The next dead- The question before the student
It seems, however, qiiite evident line is June, 1965 and at that time body is not contrary to the editor,
,
that the Council entered tonight's
no "progress reports " will be ac- ial in the last issue of THE ECHO,
meeting with the sole intent of corcepted. People who think that they the editorial freedom of THE
recting what they felt was a, mistake are safe are only fooling* themselves. ECHO. The question is whether or
made two years ago. In fact, even In June of 1965 there will be no not students should receive salaries
before the meeting began , two weeks such meeting as tonight's. Then the for partici pating in extra-curricular
ago , the President of the Council
sp irit and letter of the Nunez pro- activities. More specifically, the
had taken the liberty to change the
posal, as accepted by the Trustees, question is whether or not it is
requirement of the Nunezi > Proposal
will be upheld, without evasion or proper for only one campus student
from "each group, on campus must
resort to emotionalism or to prom- organization, THE ECHO, to have
present a letter from their national
salaries, whether all student organises of progress.
organization to the effect that -the
izations
should have salaries, or
Stuart H. Rakoff
local group has complete freedom of
whether the policy of giving salaries
selection in regard to membership"
should be recognized by Student
to simply accep ti n g a "p rogress
Government.
report" from each local chapter. A To The Editor,
careful reading of the Stu-G Con- In praise of the wise Book of the In last week's editorial it was imstitution yields no authority for Year, let me paraphrase it. THE plied that the question, of salaries
Continued on Page Six
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MICHEL
such a decision.
In fact , it might be noted that at DE MONTAIGNE goes like this :
the beginning of the meeting the To tell you most about my times,
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Mr. Jacobs

by Herb Swartz
Colby welcomes to its music department this year Mr. Charles Jacobs. Mr. Jacobs, a native of New
Jersey, is now teaching Music 101,
102, a course in form and analysis,
and will initiate in the spring a
course on Bach. Colby further benefits from his services as chapel organist, and choir director.
Mr. Jacobs attended Johns Hopkins College, Peabody Conservative,
and the University of New York ,
where he received his masters degree, and finally his Ph.D. in June
of 1962.
In 1951, he spent a great deal of
time in Spain on two fellowship
grants. While , there he wrote INTRODUCTION TO SPANISH MUSIC, which was published in Spanish by the state department. While
in Spain, he also gave organ recitals, including one at the Anglican
Chapel in Barcelona.
Mr. Jacobs . presently has his
hands full with duties here at Colby,
and is under contract by a German publisher to write a book on
the principles of Gabezon.

Wnelan
Mr.
by Kare n Nelson

A riavy man of several years service, who "never even saw water
in all that time" (He was stationed
on Long Island in a chemistry lab)
has joined Colby's math department.
Mr. Leo A. Whelan, a Massachusetts resident for most of his life, is
a graduate of Harvard University
where he earned a Bachelor's Degree in chemistry . He has also studied at M.I.T. and has taken graduate courses in math at Boston College. After his stint in the navy.
Mr. Whelan took a job with IBM
and taught several classes at Boston College.
This year, besides teaching two
math courses, Freshman math 111,
112 and Sophomore math 211, lie is
working on a thesis which he needs
to complete for the requirements for
his Master's Degree. The subject of
his research is "The Absolute Convergence Fourier Series " which he
Continued on Page Six
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by Dick Dickinson
Mr. Lawrence Devlin , a native of
Patterson , New Jersey, received his
B.A. degree in 1961 from Patterson State College and his M.A., in
1963 'from Teachers' College, Columbia. He has served a six months
hitch in the army and has taught
history, for a year at Pequannock
High School. This year he joins the
Colby English Department as .instructor df speech. The following is
a question and answer interview
with Mr. Devlin :
Q. What was your first impression of Colby ?
A. I looked over Colby last April
when I was here for a visit, and
since I come from a concrete' campus, I liked it here very much. It
is exactly as I pictured a typical
New England campus. At first
glance, it seemed to me that mora
spare time and attention were given
to athletics and social diversions
than to intellectual ones. Since then
I have partially revised my opinions
and anyway, first impressions sometimes are foolish impressions.
Qj What do you think of the students ?
A. I don t think that most of
them are as aware of current events
as they ought to be. The freshmen
are alive with issues because they
haven 't had a chance to be "Colbyized'V, and the seniors I've met are
aware of issues because they can
see the importance to their future .
Q. What . are your hobbies ?
A. Debating and good bull sessions on current even ts.
Q. What are your favorite sports ?
A. Fencing which I took up in
college and professional football ,
which I took up on television.
Q. I hare heard you mention
newscasters in class ; who is your
favorite ? ,
A. Howard A. Smith because he
editorializes the news. . He has
opinions. I like opinionated people;
they make me think. Smith seems,
on current events , to crystallize my
thoughts into words.
Q. Since you 're in charge of debating, what are your plans for the
team?
A. We're going to win. I hate to
lose. I'm surprised Colby doesn't
have a better debate tradition.
Nothing will be more helpful to the
careers of pre-law, government , political science, and history majors
than the learning of debating techniques. It is a shame more of these
students - don 't come out for the
team.
,
Q. Do you have any general remarks on Colby life ?
A. Well now that you bring it
up, I've been exposed to ono aspect
of Colby life which I dislike. Rushi ¦.' . '¦' Continued on Page Six
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Soccer Suffers Shutout
Springfield Supreme

WORLD SERIES

by Al Filadoro
the NCAA Soccer Tournament , a
The 1963 version of the White team that has all those players back
Mule soccer team opened its season and has three of last season's startSaturday by dropping a close 2-0 ers sitting on the bench ? . •
The final tally of the match came
decision to Springfield College in
the Western Massachusetts metrop- in the waning moments of the third
olis. The Maroons were1 the pre- period on a freak shot. Maroon forseason pick to take all the marbles ward Bill Salond h ad the . ball with
in New England soccer play, and his back to the net and looked as
won't surprise too many if they df he were about to pass it. All of
cop the Eastern or National titles. a sudden , with' everyone expecting
Springfield started . out with a a pass , he pivoted around and let
fast and furious -attack from the go a blazer which split the twines
opening kickoff but could not man- for the second and last goal. Burks
age , to score in the first period. Dur- ended with twenty-three saves for
ing that time Colby goalie George the game.
Burks was called upon to stop nine Picking up where they left off last
opposing shots , while the Spring- year, the Maroons had scored at
field netminder made but one save. least five goals in each of their preThe Mules got off to a slow start , season contests, and their first
and it was apparent that nervous- game saw the tally whittled down
ness caused several passes to go as- considerably by the Mules. This ", is
accounted for by the great defense
tray:
Tn the second frame the saves which the Mayflower Hill hoys
were evened up at five apiece, but could rely upon throughout the
¦
Springfield broke the ice late in the game. • a
period on a corner kick. Burks was Bright spots for the Mule* in
screened in the net and the only their first defeat were Terry Eaglej
Mule mistake in the period led to playing his first game at center
a goal for Jim Burke of the Mar- hal fback , Dick Zimmerman, Tvho
looked 'very impressive, " and Pete
oonsi
Coach Winkin's booters put up Ives , who played a tremendous husmore of an offensive, in the second tling, game.
A continuingly tough schedule
Outshot
and
naif, threatened,
but
faces
the squad on the weekend.
in
marg
8-7
,
Spring field by an
Today
(Friday), they entertain Babon
capitalize
not
could
they still
son
and
tomorrow will take on TTRI.
do
team
a
can
what
But
mistakes.
up
Both
games
are . scheduled to begin
themselves
find
'
they
-when
of
at
2
:30
p.m.
There is a big possinalists
s
semi-fi
year'
against last
bility that the Mules will be without
the services of Co-captain Jim Valfi
¦
houli for the games. "Valhouli incurred a knee injury in the Spring'
IFL STANDINGS
field contest.
¦¦
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The Wildcats of UNH, Yankee Conference defending champions,
showed no mercy to the Mules of Colby last Saturday, as they opened
their season with, a 49-0 mauling of John Simpson's forces.

IN
SEVEN!

UNH rolled up 23 first doyms to Colby's eight, outrushed the
Mules 294 to 73, outpassed them 104 to 81, intercepted two Colby
passes, and in general ran. roughshod over our hapless Mules.

Frosh Footbal l
Debut Today;
Bridgton Here

by Eric Rosen
This .- year's freshman football
team has approximately forty highly
recommended football players' including four backfields and two full
lines. The team is well directed by
Coach Ullarn , who . comes to the
Colby staff from . Bates this season ,
and .coaches Holt and Fillbacker.
Although Coach Ullam has.not chosen his starting team yet, there have
been several units working together.
Quarterback John Wood has . been
working with .Bob Kimb all at half%
back , Brett Halvorson at fullback
and John Desmond at slotback .
Quarterback Bob Schmaltz has been
working with halfback Jim Bitter,
fullback Harry Hagopian and . slotback Jeff Purdy. Quarterback Tim
Badley has been working with Paul
Gearin, Pet e Farnum , and Chris
Curley. Bob Comstock , Dave Aronson , and Bob Elder have been working with quarterback Nelson. Two
lines have been working well together. Gene Bullis at center, Fabio
Battaglia at left guard , Dick Jacobs
at left tackle," George Kay at left
end , Len O'Connor at right tackle,
Colby
and Steve Fireyer at right end con8 stitute the ' Blue line. The White
line consists of Jim Wilson at left
73 end, Dave Wilson at right guard,
Harry Graft at left guard , Bill
87 ;
Presson at left tackle, Bob Gracia
27 j at center and Vic Conklin at "right
¦
¦
, ; I tackle. Other members of the squad
27 are Chris Balsley, Jeff Browning,
Dave Chait ,' Bob Field , John
8, O'Shea, who is injured , Sandy Whittier , and Larry Whooley. Jim Cor0 iell has recovered from a slight case
of mono and will return soon.
8
Today the Frosh face a tough
Bridgton
Academy team. Bridgton
.. 28.3
scor ed thr ee touchdown s in the last
1 seven minutes of a game against
Worcester Academy last week to
0 defeat the Worcesterites 26-14. The
. . . , t allies came on p asses of 70 and 90
0 yards and a 10 y ard return of a pass
interception. The game today will
be a thriller.

Colby started off on i<he right
foot. They received the kickoff and
an the third play from scrimmage,
Dick Robbat hit Bruce Waldman for
a. 30 yard gainer to the Wildcat 47.
However, on the next play, Robbat
lofted a floater into the flat, and it
was picked off. 'by Robbat 's old high
school teammate, UNH halfback,
Jim O'Sbaughnessy, who scampered the distance for the initial TD.
While tho UNH' defenses forced
Colby to punt the next three times
they had the ball , the Wildcat offense, with a well-balanced attack,
focusing on the runnings of halfhack Dan . 'Sereika and fullback Mike
Eastwood , and the passing of southpaw Lloyd Wells, , scored twice. Serieka waltzed 16 yards at the eightminute mark for the first and Wells
hit sophomore end Jack Joyce with
an llryard strike for the other , after 1:30 of the second period. When the Mules next had the ball
they began to march. When Robbat
passed to Waldman on the UNH
35, a mishap occurred in an attempted lateral from, Waldman to Pete
Blum enthal , and Serieka, the only
UNH defender between Colby and
the end zone , recovered the loose

ball. The Wildcats then marched
65 yards in seven plays;, with Fred
DeQuattro going over from the two,
for a 28-0 halftime lead.
The second half was no different.
The Mules' attack was stymied and
the Wildcats continued , to claw
away. At 1:35, Mike Eastwood ran
in fro mthe three for the fifth score,
and after eight seconds of -the final
period D-iQuattro scored his second
with .an eighteen yard jaunt.
A bad . pass from center to Colby
punter John Cookson . set up the
final score. Cookson . was t ackled; on
the Colby 23 and it took eight plays
for the Wildcats to score. , Eastwood
scored from, the two for his second
tally. Ballo's attempt for his ' sixth
straight conversion -r~. Well s ran
one over- for two points, earlier —¦
was blocked by John Brassem , thus
holding the Wildcats under the coveted 50 point mark.
It was a blue day for the Mules,
but one must single out- the receiving of Waldman , the running of
Aube, the line play of Bush (who
incidentally, was injured and will
probably not play tomorrow) , and
the overall play ,of George and Blumenthal. as Colby standouts .

i
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WhilesTake Second Loss;
Wildcats In 49- 0 Romp
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Mule Kicks
A "GRMM *

Last Saturday, a trained White
Mule left his hilltop farm in central Maine and -headed South , by
Southeast. He appeared to be headed for the Oyster River Valley to
seek out tho powerful Durham Wildcat , which , a : year pr evious , had
by Pete Fol lows
attacked tho Mule on his own
homo ground. The Wildcat emerged
a spy from the north I Thoy lay on
vi ctorious but not without hoofth e side of the road , unabl e to
prinfcs in his side.
move
. As fortune would have it ,
Now the Wildcat has grown in
fri
ends
happened by and aided our
stature in recent .years , and , in retravellers
on toward thoir rendezcent b attles , has boon unbeaten. Tho
¦ '
,T , .- ¦¦ vous.
•' ¦¦'.' Tlaim from Narragansott Bay, the
Catamount from the Cjroon Moun- The Mulo and his trainer finally
t ains , and tho big Black Boar from passed through ; an, im mense factory
the far north-have; been .unsuccess- and oamo to the middle of a! large
ful , Even a-n entire tribo of Rodmon fi eld. Thoy stopped to survey tlio
from tho " Great-Buy Colony in the situation , and from out of his lair
south could not radioato the woll- alon gside , tho field charged tlio
tnainod Wildcat. .No one had, hoc} -Wildcat! He attacked the Mulo , and
ns much success as 'the Mul e lutd olnwed him unmercifully. Wounded
in its last skirmish, so it soemod and bloody, bho Mulo fought bravely
proper that ho should carry out tho back , but tho strength and agility
¦¦
of tho Wildcat , plus tho Mule's own
vondotta , . •• . ¦:' • ¦¦
So, tho Mulo set forth , , accom- incap abilities , kept tho battle onepanied by his smooth-akullpd train- sided. ' Tho Mule's trainer stood'
er. As (thoy approached tho lair of helplessly on th o sidelines , viewing
the Wildcat , thoy woro sabotaged by the ..massacre of his pride , and , joy.

TALE

Th e Wildcat, after an hour of in-

cessant attack , sensed the inability, of his opponent to continue and
returned to his lair. The humiliated
Mtile limped back 'to his hilltop
farm to nurse his wounds and prepare for tho next encounter , that
with the Big City Elephant .
The Wildcat has become very confident of his ability, perhaps a bit
too .much,,, .The big Black : Boar and
the taifce of Redmen will he back —
v ,j
the Wildcat will be beaten 1
The Mulo should note this Elephan t', previously a relatively easy
viotor. over tho Mulo, has boon recently thrashed by the . Polar; Boar
from down the road . With a renewal, of. confidence, tho Mule could regain its stature;
•
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Friends of Colby,
,
Let us say a brief prayer, far the
Stbdnfiaii Coaoh Linos and its efficiency. Lot us also thank tho Colby ;iidministration for realizing thoir
probjom , and hope .- . t h a t - i n fch 0 future thoy will "Leave tho Driving
to Us."
^
.. . . >v • - The Greyhound People

Colby at U.N.H.
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Irish Lecturer

Noted Irish lecturer Miss Eilis
Dillon will visit the campus on Wednesday, October 9th, as part of a
New England speaking tour. Her
subject will be James Stephens , a
writer of the Irish Literary Renaiss. ,
..
ance. "
Miss Dillon , a professor at the
University College, Cork , . Ireland ,
is paying her second visit to the
United States, this time under the
.auspices of the Shaw Trust. A wellknown lecturer and broadcaster , she
is especially interested in the work
¦of . writers in this period , and will
include reading from . Stephens'
works. The lecture will be held at
8 :30 in the Dunn Lounge of Runnals Union.

WORLD SERIES

<

SCOREBOARD

1st Game
DODGERS

5

YANKEES

2

The Colby College G-lee Club has
experienced an enthusiastic start
toward another successful year . The
director , officers and old members
of the Glee Club are unquestionably
pleased with the additions made by
1
the following new members : Carol
Beers , Wendy Christensen, Pat
Goshgarian Dee-Ann Harris, Char^
lotte Howard , Pat Jenks , Linda
Jones , Judith Kolligian , Jan Konzo, Mildred Kouba,. Karen Lawrence, Paula McNamara , Jemmie
Michner, Jeanne Philson, Diana
Walsh, Gary Barnes , Ledyard Baxter, Phi llip Bromwell , Stephen
Dock , Edward Fagan , Carl Faust ,
Edward Furlong, Bernard Johnson,
Peter Nester , Edward Pratley, 'Edward Scherer , George Shea, Robert
Shore, Stephen Stable , Thomas Willard .
The Glee Club is currently rehearsing several selections for parents weekend, " two folk songs and
another musical adventure with
Norman Dello Joio.

2nd Game
DODGERS

4

YANKEES

1

Next Game
Saturday at
Los Angeles

THE ALPS... made in Italy by FA6IAN0

Handmade Imported Boots for the Outdoor Man and Woman,,,

¦

From ^Nunez' On

Colby Glee Club
Proiidly: Names
New Additions

Vibrant Lug Solis. Idea) for
Rock Climbing and Hiking
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ECHO STAFF EXTRAS

Anne Ru ggles
Kay Parker

Candi Wilson
& Gil

( E D I T O R'S NOTE: The following are excerpts from various resolu tions made by Colb y orga nizations in regard to the issue of anti-discrimination policy. It is our hop e that these abstracts will help clarif y the situation f o r those INTERESTED!)
1. "I suggest that the' student tember 1963, each group on campus
government should make a rule must present a letter from their naconcerning discriminatory policies at tional organization to the effect
Colby. The Student Government is that the local group has complete
in a much -tetter position to do this freedom of selection in regard to
than any local chapter or Pan-Hell- membership. This would present
enic Council and IFC because Stu- each group with two years to arbident Government is not limited by trate with national organizations
restricting national affiliations. In for local autonomy on this policy.
this respect , the Student Govern- The evidence should be in writing
ment would actually be assisting so that so called 'mutually acceptlocal . chapters in their , hopeless at- able' and 'gentlemen's agreements'
tempts to change policies as well as will not provide an opportunity to
serving the student "body at large. I discriminate."
feel that action in this matter, es- Faculty Resolves :
c 'In order to retain
pecially so that it will not be conits charter
fused with anti-sorority or anti- from Colby College each fraternity
fraternity movements, should be and sorority with a national affiliadone by the students rather than tion must present to the college
faculty or administration. The need within two years from the date of
for action seems to be immediate." the adoption of this policy by the
3. "I \propose the adoption of the Board of Trustees a written statefollowing rules :
ment from its national organization
A. Within two years, before June to the effect that it has freedom to
1963, each group on campus must select members without reference
present a letter from their national to criteria of race, religion or naorganization to the effect that the tionality." . And Prsidenfc Strider
local group has complete freedom endorses faculty statement.
of selection in regard to member- Trustees Decide (quote from Echo
article of Nov. 9, 1962)
ship. This would present each group
"The Board of Trustees of Colby
with two years to arbitrate with
College
has given fraternities and
national organizations for local ausororities
at ' the institution until
tonomy on this policy. This has been
Commencement
1965 'to satisfy the
successful at other colleges where
board
they
have
the right to select
administrative rulings have been
their
members
without
regard to
made. The evidence should be in
writing so that so-called 'mutually race, religion or national origin. ' "
acceptable ' clauses and 'gentlemen's The societies: must meet this requireagreements' will not provide an op- ment in order to remain active at
portunity for groups to continue to Colby, either as national affiliates
or social groups. "
«
discriminate."
"Within two years, before Sep-

Waterville

FARROW ' S

Second-Hand books bought and sold (text books — paper backs —
everythin g) (Studen ts say : "I wish I'd come here first .")
Colby 3 ring binders . College name and Colors — Quality cloth bind ing. Special ise.
New stock of records — Countr y, Folk , and Hootenann y — clear ance of LP' s, soo up.
! Contem porar y Gift Shop — Tastefu l distinctive giftware s for all oc> casions —- Art Prints and drawin gs — only $1.25.
i Outstanding selection of paper back books. Hundred s of new titles.
| Fastest color film service in Waterville.
Visit FARROW'S — where you get interested , courteous , serv ice.
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CLEANLINESS PREVAIL.
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Open Day and Night
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, "We Give You Service "

; A TTE NTION-, STUDENTS! . ,
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Harold B. Berdeen

QUALITY FOOTWEAR FOR 102 YEARS
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DINER

SERVICE AND

SHOE STORE
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Fri.
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Waterville , Maine
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Cardi gan $7.98
\I
Pullover $6.98
\ I,
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\ * Flannel Skirt $9.98
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BOWL WHERE YOUR FRIENDS BOWL
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Job , Novelty A Social Printin g
! 88 Pleasant St.
|

Watcrvillo

Telephone TR 3-3434

SAVE — SAVJE - SAVE

•
•
•
•

$200 OFF ON SHOES PRIC ED
$10.99 AND JHIGHER
$1.00 OFF ON SHOES PRICED i
$9.99 OR LESS
WE WEL COME CHARGE ACCO UNTS
• CITATION S
BASS Weejuns
BQSTONIANS
• MANDARINS v
YbRKTOWNS
• RED CR OSS
MANSFIELDS
E QUALITY
• TRAMPE ZE
all Latest Styles
in
• PF Sneakers

MIP ep dsitors
-P «$* Jbust Company '
28 Office* In tho
'•Heart of Mnino "
Mem ber Federa l Deposit
Insurance Corn.

LETTERS TO EDITOR
Continued from Page Three
for THE ECHO is a matter of editorial policy. It is riiy contention that
this question of salaries is not a
matter of editorial policy, that it is
a financial consideration , and that
it concerns Student Government because the Council has the responsibility of seeing to it that the funds
it allocates are used for the purpose
for which these funds are intended.
There is still much controversy regarding the question of salaries. As
an example, last year, the Council
voted not to include in the Student Government allocation to THE
ECHO, money for - salaries. -In violation of the Council' s decision ,
THE ECHO did appropriate money
from that allocation for salaries for
THE ECHO st aff . Whether or not
THE ECHO was justified in taking
that action can be debated. "What
should not be debated and what
must be determined is whether or
not THE ECHO or any other student organization sponsored by Student Government has the right to
use money allocated to it by Student Government for salaries for
its members.
lb is time that this question of
salaries was settled. In settling this
question , Student Government will
be raising issues, challenging old
policies and traditions , and asking
for explanations for certain actions.
It will be said , as it already has
been , said, that Student Governm ent , in attempting to settle this
question , will be tampering with
the principle of autonomy for individual student organizations. Instead , it should be said that Student Government will be openly attempting to establish a policy equally applicable for all student organizations.
Very truly yours ,
Stephen Schoeman
MR , WHELAN
Continued from Page Three
simply defines aa "finding the infinite sum of terms in the Fourier
series and determining whether the
series will add up to some particular number. "
Needless to say, this little project takes a great deal of Mr. Whelan's time , but he still tri es t o fin d
a few minutes to indulge in his favorite sport , tennis. If anyone
would like to spend an hour or so
on th e courts som e afternoon ,, look
up Mr. Whelan . He's in the market
for opponents.

MR DEVLIN
Continued from Page Three
should be held off until the second
ing starts too early at Colby, It
semester. This would give both the
freshmen and the fraternities a
chance to get. to know each other.
It would also eliminate the possibility of "snow jobs ". Freshmen
have enough on their minds the
first two weeks without having to
worry
about
fraternities. They
should be allowed to adjust before
rushing starts. Colby fraternity life
would improve if the rushing started later. Don't get me wrong, I'm
a frat man myself , but let's not kid
ourselves into thinking that the
fraternities aid the intellectual life
of the freshmen. Their main forte
is their social life.
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PROFESSOR
V .S.
NARAVANE
Will Speak Tonight
In Given Auditorium
about the
GREAT INDIAN THINKER
" GHANDI AND TAGORE "

Mr. Jack Leach , a former rank ing New England tennis player ,
will present a tennis clinic Monday, October 7, at 2 :00 p.m. All
those' interested in partici pating
should come to the courts on
Monday. In case of rain , it will
be held in the field house. Any
questions concerning this clinic
should be directed to Miss Janet
Marchant.

THE
SOCCER
TEAM!!
Today : BABSON INSTITUTE
Tomorrow : UNIVERSITY OF
RHODE ISLAND

I

j Home Style Cooking
American & Syria n Food

Located At

60 TEMPLE STREET
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" DONOVAN'S REEF"
In Color
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" SWORD OF LANCELOT "
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James Stewart
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" THE FAR COUNTRY"
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ARNOLD MatEL

Between Waterville and Fairfield
Colby College Nearby
CLYDE & THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
COFFEE SHOP
TELEPHONE EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKE R , AAA , SUPERIOR
Direct to Canada
Routes 201, 100 and 11
TBI. 453-7318
'

'

YA RN SHOP

Wateryille
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== WHBRE WOMEN LIKE TO SHOP

WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET .
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873-3957 j

Thermo Heat Control
Air-Conditioned
Modern Brick
Wall to Wall Carpets
Fireproof - Free TV

j ^ S M^Tradition
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Z1 FRIDAY ANDI SAtURDAY
Walt Disney ' s
" TWENTY THOUSAND
LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA"
With
Kirk Douglas & James Mason
in Cinemascope and Color
STARTS SUNDAY
Bob Hope - Anita Eckberg
in "CALL ME BWANA "
in Color

MK*y'x } j f z i P$'* ". "* y^^ ^r^yfwT ^BMTBF ^BaB

1 Hour Laundr y Service
j
i "Open Daily " 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
[ 10 Spring, Waterville
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Air Conditioning
— — — — _ — - __ _ ____
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MAJESTI® j
RESTAURANT j

Boston based concert production organization. He is an accomplished
musician , and was . "discovered" by
Lee Hays and brought to New York
to join the Weavers.

BERNTE ERAtJSE is the newest
member of the Weavers. He joined
the group in May of 1963 to replace
F"rank Hamilton . He- is a graduate
of the .. JIniy„ersj ty of Michigan,
where, 'he first ,' became"" interested
in folk , music. - JJlor." the " past .two years" he worked in Boston , as an
assistant iii-Folklore Productions , a

¦

SUPPORT

THE WEAVER S
Continued from Page One ended in 1947. His free time away
from Weavers' -work has already established him as one of the busiest
arrangers , accompanists, musical
directors , having been all or any of
these ' for Harry Belafonte; the
Kingston Trio , Theo Bikel, Odetta
and many others. His songs have
been recorded hy Harry Belafonte,
Peter , Paul and Mary, The Limelighters , Tony Bennett, Carol Lawrence and many other top recording
artists. He is generally regarded as
being one of the best guitarists in
America.

Pacy '27

. Howie . '41

Come in and see the 1964 RAMBLER.
Also See Our Selection Of Used Cars
arid Our Shop Serving All Makes.

IMPERIAL MO TORS

171 College Ave.

Waterville
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